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Foreword 

This document (FprEN 12234:2013) has been prepared by Technical Committee CEN/TC 217 "Surfaces for sports 
areas", the secretariat of which is held by AFNOR. 

This document is currently submitted to the Formal Vote. 

This document will supersede EN 12234:2002. 
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1 Scope 

This European Standard specifies a method for determination of the rolling behaviour of a ball on a sports surface. 

2 Normative references 

The following documents, in whole or in part, are normatively referenced in this document and are indispensable for 
its application. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the 
referenced document (including any amendments) applies. 

EN 12229, Surfaces for sports areas — Procedure for the preparation of synthetic turf and textile test pieces. 

FprEN 12235, Surfaces for sports areas — Determination of vertical ball behaviour  

3 Principle 

A ball is rolled down a ramp, from a specified height, onto a test surface and either the distance the ball rolls or the 
velocity change of the ball on the surface is measured. 

4 Apparatus 

4.1 Ball, conforming to the regulations of the governing body of the relevant sport and as described in 
EN 12235. 

4.2 Ball roll ramp, comprising two smooth parallel bars, mounted at an angle of (45 ± 2) º on a rigid frame, and 
having dimensions in accordance with Figures 1 and 2.  

At their lower end, the bars curve to become parallel with the ground.  

NOTE The spacing between the parallel bars depends on the diameter of the ball used in the test. 

 

Dimensions in millimetres 

 

Figure 1 — Side view of ball roll ramp 
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Dimensions in millimetres 

 
Key: (guidance width for each ball type) 

l = 100 ± 10 mm association Football 

l = 45 ± 5 mm hockey 

Figure 2 — Plan of ball roll ramps 

4.3 Bubble level, suitable for measuring vertical and horizontal alignment. 

4.4 Alignment device, suitable for setting the ball roll ramp vertically on a level surface. 

4.5 Tape measure, for determination of all rolling distances. 

4.6 Set of optically triggered timing gates, accurate to 0,1 m/s, to measure the speed of the ball at two points 
in its travel, for determination of velocity change, the first timing gate positioned at least 1 m from the end of the 
ramp to eliminate any top spin generated by the ramp. 

NOTE Optically triggered timing gates are only required for velocity change determination (see 7.1). 

4.7 Means of measuring wind speed, accurate to within 0,1 km/h. 

5 Preparation of the test specimen 

The test shall be carried out on in-situ indoor or outdoor sport surfaces, or on a specimen assembled for test 
purposes in accordance with EN 12229. 

If a test specimen is to be used, prepare this from a representative sample of the sports surface.  

Assemble the surface in accordance with the method recommended by the manufacturer. 
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For determination of ball rolling distance, prepare the test specimen of minimum width 1,0 m and of sufficient length 
to ensure that the ball comes to rest not less than 100 mm from the side and 250 mm from the far end of the test 
piece.  

For determination of velocity change, prepare the test specimen of minimum width 1 m and minimum length 2 m. 

NOTE Tests for field hockey may require a wider test piece to allow ball roll deviation to be measured. 

As the infill material will influence the results, it is required that each system and infill type is tested. 

6 Conditioning 

Condition the specimens for a minimum of 3 h at the test temperature. Unless otherwise specified, condition and 
test the specimen at a temperature of (23 ± 2) °C. 

For tests on site, condition the ball for a minimum of 1 h at the prevailing ambient temperature. 

7 Procedure 

7.1 Ball rolling procedure  

For tests being conducted on site, determine the wind speed at the test site (4.7). If the wind speed at the test site 
exceeds 3,2 km/h, do not proceed with the determination unless a shielding system can be used to mitigate the 
influence of the wind whilst not interfering with the test method. 

Set the ball roll ramp (4.2) with the aid of the bubble level (4.3) and alignment device (4.4) vertically upon the test 
surface or specimen, curvature and distance between the parallel bars for the type of ball, as given in Figures 1 
and 2. 

Place the ramp at a height so that the vertical distance between the base of the ball and the point where it first 
makes contact with the surface is (1 000 ± 5) mm. Release the ball and allow it to roll until it comes to rest. 
Measure the distance from the point at which the ball first touched the surface to the point below the centre of the 
ball at which it is resting on the surface. 

In the laboratory, if the ball travels within 100 mm of an edge of the test surface or specimen, disregard the result 
and repeat the procedure. 

Repeat the procedure to obtain five readings of ball roll distance. Move the ramp slightly between each procedure 
to avoid tracking. 

In the laboratory the test should be conducted in both directions; for field testing the test should be conducted in 
four directions (at 90 degree intervals). 

7.2 Velocity change 

For tests being conducted on site, determine the wind speed at the test site (4.7). If the wind speed at the test site 
exceeds 3,2 km/h, do not proceed with the determination. 

Place the timing gates (4.6) on the test surface or specimen, so that the ball is able to pass between them, with a 
distance between the gates of (1 000 ± 5) mm. 

Place the ball on the ramp at a suitable height and release the ball so that it rolls through the two timing gates in 
turn. Record the time taken for the ball to pass through each gate, the velocity at the first gate being initial velocity 
and the velocity at the second gate final velocity. 

Repeat the test to obtain at least five readings of initial and final velocity, each time varying slightly the height of the 
ramp from which the ball is released to vary the initial velocity within a range of 2,5 m/s. Move the ramp slightly 
between each procedure to avoid tracking. 
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